Greek organizations host many of the college’s social events, adding to the rich atmosphere of Ursinus College. Some of the popular social events include Greek picnics, rushes, and weekly parties. Among the popular parties are the “702 Tuesdays,” the glow rush in 200, the all Greek beer crawl, “Tau Sig Thursdays,” and the ZX picnic.

But, Greek organizations aren’t all just fun and games. For those who belong to Greek organizations, going Greek is about something more—brotherhood and sisterhood. Those who choose this path cherish the friendships they create and those they strengthen throughout their Greek experience within individual organizations as well as the entire Greek community.

With sixteen Greek organizations on campus, interested students have a lot of options to choose from to create their own family ties. The variety of Greek organizations on campus help make UC Greek life a MUST SEE.
PRESIDENT:
Gerry Nicholls
Brian McArdle
Sebastian Voltarelli
Bryan Friedman
Chris Heugle
Ben Petro
Andrew Spano
JJ Wydra
Gary Shaw
Ron Zupon
Flynn Corson
Chuck Wanger
Kevin Kresse
Scott Roesch
Sean Howard
Keith Cohen
Anthony Russo

Left:
Gerry Nicholls and Brian McArdle are getting ready for some fun, '70s style.

Right:
Scotty Roesch, Sebastian Voltarelli, Bryan Friedman, and Sean Howard sure do clean up nicely!

Above:
It sure looks like the APEs are having a great time at their annual formal.

Left:
Ron Zupon, a member of Katch, and Andrew Spano.
Below: Sisters Joyce Anne and Lindsay show their Sig Nu pride during informal bid night.

Right: Sigusmond the Sig Nu mascot (drawing by Allie Rainey)!
Above: Sisterhood Nothing!

Left: The sisters of Sig Nu hanging out in 204.

Left: Sisters Laura, Sara, Cod, Jacqui and Kate cheering their sisters on at the rugby homecoming game.

PRESIDENT: Eileen Algeo
Nicole Monatesti
JoAnne Barbieri
Catie Welsh
Laura McCann
Lauren Denis
Tara Spahr
Sandy Fetterman
Tina Falvello
Mel Scholl
Cassie Stewart
Kate Husken
Lindsay Alleger
Arrie Callahan
Nina Simoncavage
Alexis Howell
Kelly Gray
Amanda Young
Keri Ferrar
Margaret Sperow
Katie Bergan
Kelly Sullivan
Kristen Bell
Molly Alberts
Allie Rainey
Noelle Bolletino
Brandie Salenetri
Jacqui Sliakoper
Ashley Willow
Sara Kessler
JoyceAnneKoubaroulis
Amanda Morello

Greek 103
PRESIDENT:
Kevin
Dan
James Ortiz
Brad
Seth Ratajski
Samit Patel
Omar
Pete Shoemaker
Nick Peacock
Ryan Curley

Below: Kevin and Samit hanging out in 101.

Above: Ryan, Kevin, Samit, and James are all smiles with the sister of Sig Nu.

Left: Omar, Seth, and James show off their dance moves.

Beta Sigma Lambda
PRESIDENT:
Chris Tereshko
Greg Duncan
Iiro Nakagawa
Chris Gross
Stephen Dunkle
Antin Milukas

Above: Brothers in Reimert proudly display their letters on the outside of the suite door.

Above: A mural on Chi Rho's suite wall.
PRESIDENT: Danielle Redding
Jaisa Alicea; Caroline Biswanger; Leslie Carter; Amber Frame;
Rebecca Gotwals; Heidi Liivamagi; Sam Lyons; Kelsey McNeely;
Heather Miller; MaryAnn Murrow; Jen Perry; Tamar Sternberg;
Hanh Tran; Christina Vargas

Above: Heidi, Mary Ann, Tamar, Caroline, Rebecca, and Kelsey show off their "Westside" gear.
Right: Amber, Jen, Leslie, Hanh, and Sam relax with each other's company.

Below: Caroline Biswanger, Mary Ann Murrow, Tamar Sternberg, and Kelsey McNeely with their model of their New Member Educator.

Below: Rebecca Gotwals and Heidi Liivamagi enjoy a night out.

Above: Samantha Lyons, Jen Perry, Leslie Carter, Amber Frame and Hanh Tran show Philly a good time.
Above: Throng of eligible guys gather around the Phi Kap information table to see what the Skulls are all about.

Above: Frat boys get down at Wisconsin.

Left: Phi Kap members take a break from studying to catch up on their crossword puzzles.

Below: Yes, that’s right. Our favorite boys are partying again with some hooters, and I’m not talking about O’Chi girls.

PRESIDENT:
Geoff Brace
Greg Striano
Sean Conley
John Mohl
Chris Hartl
Joe Calhoun
Josh Rucci
Drew Peterson

Phi Kappa Sigma
Right: Delta Pi guys in full effect.
What’s on your mind, Skittles?

PRESIDENT: Jeremy Landis
Brian Harrington; Michael Casey; Bledar Haxhiu;
Adam Keagey; Dennis Ondrejik; Nishant
Keerikatte; Rich Watson; Brendan Kelly; Mike
Lombardo; Rob Hart; Justin Seely; Brice Shirbach;
Joel McElwee; Chris Fox; Travis Roop; James
Castan; Danny Matthews; Lorid Haxhiu

Below: There is an urban legend
that Adam Keagey grows breasts
every Halloween, and everybody at
UC wants a piece of them.

Above: This is not
another Halloween
picture. The shifty, homeless
Irish dude to the
left actually beat
up Mac Daddy.

Above: Adam
Keagey proudly
bears the letters on
his chest with the
help of Mike
Lombardo.

Delta Pi Sigma
Above: Seniors Leslie Ridall, Kate Mullen, Kathleen Rogers, Leigh Maggi, Andrea Patey, Megan Barbour, and Emily Fishwick smile for a picture at the Glow Rush.

Left: Melissa Sundberg, Katie McLaughlin, Leslie Ridall, Amy Midgley, Meg McCormick hanging in 200 at the Kamikaze Rush.
Above: Phi Psi juniors and seniors pause for a quick photo at their dated.

Right: A banner is revealed to celebrate the induction of Phi Alpha Psi's 2002 pledge class, "The Theatrical Twelve."

Far right: Halloween finds Maverick from Top Gun stuck in close proximity with crimped hair, side ponytails, and a whole lot of eyeshadow.
Above: That’s brotherhood...Dante and Adam.
Below: Cicchetti, Ben, Greg, and Clark.

Above: POD takes time out from a difficult hike to enjoy a beautiful Thai waterfall.

PRESIDENT:
Dante
Saienni
Glen Klim
Ben Laidig
John
Cicchetti
Lardner
Clark Boyd
William
Tribendis
Tom Seegar
Dom Singson
Christopher
Paciente
Adam
Potulski
Ted Friel
Greg Ley
Ben Okulski
Josh Stike
Right: The 2001-2002 residents of Reimert 206 pause to enjoy the wonderful view of the courtyard.

Below: Sophomore Kyle Kaufman takes time out of her busy day to explain the importance of 206's "Headband Club".

Below: The Tau Sig seniors dress up as Playboy bunnies in hopes of getting some "tail" at the senior Halloween party.

Above: Jess Hyhalk and Kristen Dinchers take a quick break from a tremen-dously difficult soccer practice to sit down.

PRESIDENT: Lisa Christy; Courtney Barth; Jess Braun; Kristen Dinchers; Reyna Hochstedler; Kate Hennessey; Jess Hyhalk; Faith Lockner; Kim Paulus; Megan Peck; Jonell Pollarine; Abbey Smith; Mel Brown; Elly Caulhoun; Denise Dugas; Michelle Fontaine; Meg Gallagher; Susan Kildee; Kacey Meyer; Aubrey Andre; Nikki Beck; Lauren Brophy; Lauren Carrescia; Jen Cohen; Denise Cook; Monica Delaney; Jenna Elsworth; Melissa foam; Alex Hendershot; Lynn Juinski; Bonnie Kaczor; Kyle Kaufman; Anna Mazzer; Kelly McCloskey; Jo Nash; Catrina Patrick; Jamie Ruhling; Maureen Smeltz; Janine Wenclewiecz; Jill Wueschinski.

Above: Sis show off in the black gowns at annual rush day.

Above: The Tau Sig seniors dress up as Playboy bunnies in hopes of getting some "tail" at the senior Halloween party.
Below:
Nice look, Brett!

Below: Brett, Tyrone, and Antwan are getting silly.

Below:

PRESIDENT: George Breuninger
Bryan Brook; Bill Mill; Jeff Marino; Antwan Wolaniuk;
Brett Newswanger; Steve Rote

Above: Brett Newswanger, Bryan Brook, and George Breuninger...
1 DEMAS!

Left: Steve and Bill enjoy hanging out in 306.
Sigma Rho Lamda

ΣΡΛ

PRESIDENT: Andrew "Doc" Holloway
John Karpinski; Aaron Lane; Bobby Johnson; Dan Newcomb
Rohit Rajoria; Mike Lane; Dom Spaventa; Cristin Mathews; Terry
Reilly; Nick Shriver; Winston Miller; Matt Meeker; James Hunt;
Grant Van Ranst; John Cooper; Kyle Cleaver; Owen Weaver; Dave
Campeau
Below: These sisters take a minute to wave to the camera.

Below: The sisters are all smiles on bid night.

Left: 2003 New Members.

PRESIDENT:
Larissa Gordon
Tia Larese
Erin Robertson
Meredith Saba
Kelly Tessena
Tasheia Walker
Alissa White

ΥΦΔ
Upsilon Phi Delta
Right: A formal induction is in store for new members of Tri Sig.

Below: Purple is Sigma Sigma’s favorite color.

PRESIDENT:
Quinn Dinsmore
Kristen Barracough
Shannon Berndt
Alison Berly
Sarah Bollinger
Kristen Blaser
Amanda Cartularo
Patricia Ciucci
Kim Dallosio
Leslie Davidson
Sandra Davis
Elizabeth Dribit-Blair
Tori Eisen
Juliet Emas
Chrissie Fecenko
Dana Fillo
Nicole Frates
Jocelyn Gaspar
Randi Gold
Marcella Glass
Jennifer Guido
Gillian Harnichak
Megan Hemperly
Jessica Holt
Jacqui Jacobs
Maghan Jarrett
Jennifer Katz
Zoba Karmah
Jackie Kram
Christine Lacey
Jennifer Ludwig
Melissa Nemeth
Theria Pauhll
Heather Pugh
Meghan Rooney
Nicole Scheuendel
Erin Seitz
Mary Katherine Shull
Christina Straub
Nikki Swanson
Fallon Szarko
Heather Trefger
Haley Turney

Below: Sisters wait in anticipation for rushes to join them.

Above: That is a lot of people for one old Ursinus staircase to hold.

ΣΣΣ
Sigma Sigma Sigma
RESIDENT: Russ Sarault
e DiGirolamo
John Dugo
Irrel Yorkman
Jrith Truman
ike Pappenberg
Callahan
arcus Ressler
evin Murphy
nthony Virtue
m Pugh
Hurting
rey Lush
ian Berkowitz
m Hanlin
eve Morris

Above: Santa Claus is getting his sack ready to surprise some lucky guys at 944.
Left: ZX - No Friends
ALL IN THE FAMILY

Right: Roommates and friends Carissa Jessey, Sarah Gowell, and Jackie Evans.

Below: Emily Diloia and Eden Swick having fun in 200.

Above: "A rose between two thorns" Katie McLaughlin, Joe DiGirolamo, and Perry Kulman before the O'Chi rush dated.

Right: Sure looks like fun at 944.
Left: Look at all of those roses!

Below: HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

Left: The brothers of Demas support their Homecoming nominee Bridget Strecker.

Below: Jen Bolton and Danny Matthews at the Handcuff Rush in Duryea.

Left: "O'Chi jackets". New members of Delta Pi Nick Armendariz, Geoff Holtzmann, Pat Egan, and James Lawson looking good!

Left: Kristen, Lisa, and Jonelle.
Left: Senior sisters of Phi Alpha Psi Liza Woltjen, Jackie Evans, and Meg Restine.

Below: All dressed up and no where to go!

Above: Some 2002 new members of Tau Sigma Gamma - Kyle, Monica, and Heather.

Left: I wonder what else those Beta Sigma guys do in 101?!

Left: The senior sisters of Omega Chi go bowling!
Left: Lisa and Denise hanging out at Olevian.

Below: The brothers of POD have a good time at their annual dated.

Left: Double Trouble on Halloween. Rochelle Gumatapac and Adam Keagy.

Below: Kevin Murphy toasts the 2002 Homecoming King, Mike Pappenberg.

Left: These best friends are all smiles on New Year's Eve - Megan McCormick, Perry Kulman, Katie McLaughlin, Amy Mancuso, and Amy Midglery.

Left: Joe DiGirolamo escorts Homecoming Queen nominee Kathleen Rogers.